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Agenda
● Overview of social media data and APIs

● Twitter’s API

● Walk-through of Social Feed Manager

● More tools for collecting social media data

● Ethical, legal, and privacy considerations

● Collections at GW Libraries



Social media 
on the web



Social media as data



{  
    "entities": {
        "hashtags": [],
        "symbols": [],
        "urls": [
            {
                "display_url": "facebook.com/TheresaMayForP…",
                "expanded_url": 
"https://www.facebook.com/TheresaMayForPM/posts/1349767708373332",
                "indices": [
                    118,
                    141
                ],
                "url": "https://t.co/TqTTz0hlIz"
            }
        ],
        "user_mentions": []
    },
    "favorite_count": 825,
    "favorited": false,
    "full_text": "Today I launch my campaign to be our next PM. Please read &amp; 
share my vision of a country that works for everyone: https://t.co/TqTTz0hlIz TM",
    "geo": null,
    "id": 748427251713187840,
    "id_str": "748427251713187840",
    "in_reply_to_screen_name": null,
    "in_reply_to_status_id": null,
    "in_reply_to_status_id_str": null,
    "in_reply_to_user_id": null,
    "in_reply_to_user_id_str": null,
    "is_quote_status": false,
    "lang": "en",
    "place": null,
    



APIs
and

JSON



Collecting social media content
(typically) involves

using the platform's API
to get posts as JSON



What's an API?
● Short for Application Programming Interface

● Intended for software to interact with a website

○ vs. a web interface, designed for people to interact with a 

web site.

● API calls consist of:

○ request: http://an.api.com/somerequest?foo=15

○ response: structured data, e.g., XML or JSON



Why not just use
Web Scraping?



Why not just use Web Scraping?

● It's hard

● It's fragile

● It's incomplete



Or maybe traditional
Web Archiving?



But using the API...



Using an API for collecting social media data
● Generally gives you exactly what the platform stores.

● Can give you useful slices of data you can't get by any 

amount of scraping.

● Gives you social media data in structured format, which 

makes it easy to analyze as data.



JSON - JavaScript Object Notation
● { key: value, key: value… }
● keys are strings

● a value may be:

○ string - in quotes:  "GW"
○ number

○ boolean - true or false
○ another JSON object

○ array (denoted by square brackets [ ]) of JSON objects

○ null



JSON example
{'title': 'Social Media Archiving',
 'logistics':
    {'datetime_utc': '2018-12-06 14:30:00',
     'duration_hrs': 1,
     'location': 'Webex'},
 'awesome': true,
 'wine_list': [],
 'presenters': ['Laura Wrubel',
                'Dan Kerchner']
}



Tweets are JSON too
● Twitter's guide to the structure of a tweet: 

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/

overview/tweet-object

● Let's look at an example...

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/tweet-object
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/tweet-object


https://twitter.com/gwucolumbian/status/1069267199318216704





Most useful API methods for collecting tweets
● User timeline: GET statuses/user_timeline

● Search: GET search/tweets

● Filter stream: POST statuses/filter

● Sample stream

More: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs


Geotagging
● When posting a tweet:

○ Geotagging is opt-in. Only ~2% geotagged.

○ Lat, long or place name (e.g.,  DC or Middle Earth)

● API support:

○ Search API: Limit to a specified distance of a lat, long.

○ Filter Stream: Limit to a bounding box.

More: 

https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/posts/2017-04-12-geographi

c-collecting

https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/posts/2017-04-12-geographic-collecting
https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/posts/2017-04-12-geographic-collecting


Social Feed Manager
walkthrough





























Infrastructure
● SFM:

○ Production

○ Sandbox: For instruction and experimentation.

○ Amazon Web Services instances for special uses.

● Access is restricted to GW network.

● Currently using 5TB out of 6TB storage



Infrastructure: Challenges
● Skills

● Storage Space

● Updates / Keeping up with API changes



More tools for collecting social media data
● DocNow tools: 

○ twarc: command-line tools for collecting from Twitter, with a suite of 

utilities for visualization and processing. 

○ Hydrator: desktop app which will get the full tweet metadata for a list 

of tweet identifiers

(watch for more in the second phase of their Mellon grant)

● TAGS: Google Sheet for quick and dirty collecting.

● Commercial tools

Great list from IIPC of more tools. 

DocNow Slack, for getting advice from the community.

https://news.docnow.io/documenting-the-now-phase-2-83d76a9ee0a8
https://tags.hawksey.info/
https://github.com/iipc/awesome-web-archiving
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf3E7PAXPoT-XoedpEy9UCTpDPS8kPj5JkMwpaWbuqVP0bTrQ/viewform


Commercial social media services
● Limitations of Twitter service providers may include:

○ A focus on marketing and business intelligence, not 

academic research.

○ Restricted data exports, often 50K tweets per day.

○ Analytics that are “black box” and may not be fit for 

academic research and archiving.

● Purchasing tweets can be pricey. Price depends on number of 

tweets and length of the time period.



Techniques for collection development
● Search Twitter website.

● Identify hashtags with DocNow App.

● Extract accounts from Twitter lists.

● Extract hashtags / accounts from collections.

● Rely on existing lists

○ USNPL

○ U.S. Digital Registry (U.S. federal agencies)

○ Wikipedia

○ Ballotpedia



Ethical considerations



Social media data comes from people
● Consider impact of your work on the creator of the social 

media.

● Do not have creator’s permission for research.

● Impact on creator is balanced against public good of your 

research.

● Requires judgement call.

Social media research ethical and privacy guidelines at GW

“‘Participant’ Perceptions of Twitter Research Ethics.” Casey Fiesler, Nicholas Proferes, Social Media + Society. 

First published March 10, 2018. doi.org/10.1177/2056305118763366

https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/resources/social_media_research_ethical_and_privacy_guidelines.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1177/2056305118763366


Data collecting
Be thoughtful collecting social media of:

● Vulnerable individuals (e.g., minors, social 

activists)

● Sensitive or harmful topics (e.g., questionable 

behavior, mental illness)

● Geography-based collecting



Publishing
● When possible, get permission from creator for 

quotes from social media.

● Do not rely on anonymizing posts.

● Respect a user’s deleting content. 



Data sharing
● Get familiar with platform terms of use.

○ Don’t republish full datasets

○ Share in accordance with terms (e.g., tweet ids only)

○ Consider copyright

● Sharing summary statistics is usually OK.



Documenting the Now White Paper on Ethics

1. Archivists should engage and work with the communities they wish to

document.

2. Documentation efforts must go beyond what can be collected without 

permission from the web and social media.

3. Archivists should follow social media platforms’ terms of service where 

they are congruent with the values of the communities they are 

attempting to document.

4. When possible, archivists should apply traditional archival practices such 

as appraisal, collection development, and donor relations to social media 

and web materials. 

https://www.docnow.io/docs/docnow-whitepaper-2018.pdf


Collecting at GW
● Performed primarily by SFM team.

● Attempt to collect on topics related to GW’s 

research strengths.

● Have experimented collaborating with subject 

librarians.

● Consultations rather than self-service.

● Informed by “Building Social Media Archives: 

Collection Development Guidelines”

https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/resources/guidelines
https://gwu-libraries.github.io/sfm-ui/resources/guidelines


Example collections
● GWU-related collecting (collecting from our own 

community, official accounts)

● 2016 and 2018 U.S. election:s general hashtags, Democrat 

hashtags, GOP hashtags, candidate accounts

● Hurricanes and natural disasters

● U.S. government accounts

● News organizations

● Climate change

● Members of Congress



Social media research



Social media research

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1940161218781254
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1369118X.2017.1328521


Questions?
Dan Kerchner  @DanKerchner  kerchner@gwu.edu

Laura Wrubel   @liblaura            lwrubel@gwu.edu

Social Feed Manager

sfm@gwu.edu

go.gwu.edu/sfm

http://go.gwu.edu/sfm

